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They precariously circled an abyss around a deep complex civilisation. 

 

Many historical documents and official records throw light on the complex life of William 

Shakespeare. Yet few of them satisfy our curiosity about his inner life. His letters and private 

papers have not survived; and the characters in his plays are too vividly themselves to be taken 

as portraits of him. Human nature abhors this vacuum of information; and so it has become a 

common literary practice for authors to create their own preferred fictional Shakespeare.  

 

Those, like Paul Kauffman, who want to get close to this elusive author often focus upon his 

Sonnets, in which he seems to speak so confidently and so personally to unknown yet intimate 

friends, as in Sonnet 104: 

To me, fair friend, you never can be old, 

For as you were when first your eye I eyed, 

Such seems your beauty still. . .  

 

That the sonnets may contain intimate personal details was hinted by the Elizabethan 

commentator Francis Meres who in 1598, after listing Shakespeare’s public books and plays, 

referred to “his sugred Sonnets among his private friends”—perhaps implying that the sonnets 

might never be published because they referred to private or secret affairs. 
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Somehow a manuscript of the sonnets was published just eleven years later, in 1609. Yet its text 

is hard to interpret. We do not know if some sonnets were omitted, or if names were removed 

from others. It is not clear in what order the poet wanted them read, or if the person (or imagined 

person) who speaks in one sonnet is the same person (or is speaking to the same person or 

persons) in the next sonnet. 

 

Despite this, many or most readers detect a shadowy back-story behind the sonnets. It goes 

something like this. The person who speaks in the sonnets (and who may or may not be the 

“real” Wil Shakespeare) has two great friends. One, the “Fair Youth”, seems to be a young man 

of great brilliance and of intense (somewhat feminine) beauty, of which he himself is very proud. 

The poet promises to give him immortal fame (though in the printed version of the Sonnets he 

does not mention his name!) and also urges him to marry and beget children through whom his 

beauty may live on to posterity.  

The poet’s other great friend is the famous musical “Dark Lady” (“dark” meaning that she is, 

unfashionably, black-haired, and perhaps also dark-skinned (at least by the very pink and white 

standards of Elizabethan England) –“if snow be white . . . thy breasts are dun”. This time the 

relationship is clearly sexual, seemingly adulterous on both sides, and gives rise to intense 

feelings, including guilt and jealousy. Then it seems as if the Fair Youth (younger, more 

handsome, and perhaps more high-born) also falls in love with the Dark Lady and takes her 

away from the poet—who is left disconsolate, yet, out of his great love for the young man, 

forgives him! 

 

Even if this story is pure fiction, it surely suggests something about the circle of private friends 

among whom these sonnets circulated. And if the Fair Youth and the Dark Lady are real, then 

who were they? To finally name them might be to give them the immortality the poet promised. 

The young man is certainly not a million miles from Shakespeare’s patron, the brilliant young 

Earl of Southampton, to whom in 1594 he dedicated his Rape of Lucrece, in terms reminiscent 

of the sonnets: 

The love I dedicate to your lordship is without end . . . What I have done is yours; what I 

have to do is yours; being part in all I have, devoted yours. 

 

That the Fair Youth was Southampton is a common assumption. But who was the Dark Lady?  

 

In 1974 the literary scholar AL Rowse (in his book “Sex and Society in Shakespeare’s Age”) 

published sections from the case notes of Simon Forman, a kind of Elizabethan psychiatrist cum 

astrologer. In these, Forman describes consultations and a sexual affair that he had with a client 

called Emilia/Aemilia Bassano. (After marriage she became Emilia Lanier).  



She told him that in the 1590s she had been the teenage mistress of the elderly Henry Carey, 

Baron Hunsdon, who was first cousin of Queen Elizabeth and later the patron of Shakespeare’s 

company. Emilia’s father and uncles were court musicians, part of a family who had emigrated 

from Italy in the time of Henry VIII (probably from the village of Bassano del Grappa in the 

region controlled by Venice).  

 

We know, independently of Forman’s case notes, that Emilia was a poet, one of the first English 

women ever to have a book of verse printed. Titled “Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum (Hail, God, 

King of the Jews”) it appeared in 1611; and in it she expressed some notable proto-feminist 

ideas. Emilia was one of the best-educated women in England, and seems to have spoken 

English, Italian and Latin. Some scholars have suggested she may also have had Jewish ancestry 

and some knowledge of Jewish liturgy and scriptures. 

Among those Elizabethan persons whose lives have been recorded, Emilia Bassano is perhaps 

the best match for the role of the Dark Lady (and for other dark ladies in Shakespeare, like 

Rosaline in Love’s Labour’s Lost). We know that Shakespeare got many of his plots from Italian 

short stories (called novelle), some of which seem not to have been translated into English. Did 

Emilia translate them for him? Or teach him to read Italian? And was she the inspiration for 

some of his highly intelligent, well-read and strong-minded heroines. Paul Kauffman thinks so; 

and he has set out to imagine how she might have moulded the life and imagination of our 

language’s greatest poet. 

 


